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Multi View GeometryMulti View Geometry
Defined for two or more static camerasDefined for two or more static cameras

LeftLeft RightRight
cameracamera

3D World

Defined for two or more static camerasDefined for two or more static cameras

cameracamera cameracamera

Left cameraLeft camera
image planeimage plane
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Epipolar GeometryEpipolar Geometry
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EpipolarEpipolar line:line: set of set of 
world points that project world points that project 
to the same point in left to the same point in left 
image, when projected to image, when projected to 
right image forms a line.right image forms a line.

XXll maps to line maps to line XXrreerr..
E i l lE i l l llPP:: world pointworld point

CCll:: left camera centerleft camera center
CCrr:: right camera centerright camera center
eell:: left epipoleleft epipole
eerr:: right epipoleright epipole

PCP ll =

lr CCT −=

PCP rr =

Epipolar plane:Epipolar plane: plane plane 
defined by the camera defined by the camera 
centers and world point.centers and world point.
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Fundamental MatrixFundamental Matrix
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( )TPP −= lr R llM Px =
1Τ

lll TR += PP

rrr TR += PP

( )lr Τ= lrRRR
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fundamental matrixfundamental matrix

Fundamental MatrixFundamental Matrix
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Rank 2 matrix (due to Rank 2 matrix (due to SS))
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7 degrees of freedom7 degrees of freedom
Given a point in left camera Given a point in left camera xx, epipolar line in , epipolar line in 
right camera is: right camera is: uurr==FFxx
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What Happens to FundamentalWhat Happens to FundamentalWhat Happens to Fundamental What Happens to Fundamental 
Matrix When Cameras Move?Matrix When Cameras Move?

ObservationsObservations
At each time instantAt each time instantAt each time instantAt each time instant

Different epipolar geometriesDifferent epipolar geometries
Different epipolesDifferent epipoles
Different Different RR and and TT (equations A and B)(equations A and B)
Different fundamental matricesDifferent fundamental matrices

Is there any relation between Is there any relation between 
consecutive epipolar geometries?consecutive epipolar geometries?
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Epipolar Geometry of Epipolar Geometry of 
Moving CamerasMoving Cameras
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Theorems Governing Theorems Governing 
Temporal Epipolar GeometryTemporal Epipolar Geometry

Theorem 1 (temporal fundamental matrix):Theorem 1 (temporal fundamental matrix):Theorem 1 (temporal fundamental matrix): Theorem 1 (temporal fundamental matrix): 
Corresponding points in two sequences captured Corresponding points in two sequences captured 
by independently moving cameras are related to by independently moving cameras are related to 
each other through a temporal fundamental matrix each other through a temporal fundamental matrix 
of the form:of the form:

0)()(ˆ)( =Τ ttFt xx 0)()()( =ttFt lr xx
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Theorems Governing Theorems Governing 
Temporal Epipolar GeometryTemporal Epipolar Geometry

Theorem 2 (on the order of polynomials in theTheorem 2 (on the order of polynomials in theTheorem 2 (on the order of polynomials in the Theorem 2 (on the order of polynomials in the 
temporal fundamental matrix): temporal fundamental matrix): 

Assume that motion of cameras are approximated by Assume that motion of cameras are approximated by 
polynomials in time variable. Then, polynomials in time variable. Then, the temporal the temporal 
fundamental matrix is a 3x3 matrix whose components are fundamental matrix is a 3x3 matrix whose components are 
polynomials of orderpolynomials of order::

1),,,max()(ˆdeg += rlrlji mmnntF ),,,()(g , rlrlji

where where ii,,jj refers to refers to iithth row row jjthth column, and column, and mmαα and and nnαα refers to refers to 
degree of polynomials for translational and rotational degree of polynomials for translational and rotational 
velocities.velocities.

Computing TFMComputing TFM
Find corresponding points in first framesFind corresponding points in first framesFind corresponding points in first framesFind corresponding points in first frames
Normalize all trajectories in both viewsNormalize all trajectories in both views

Mean normalizeMean normalize
IsotropicallyIsotropically scale: on the average a point scale: on the average a point 
is (1,1,1)is (1,1,1)( )( )
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Computing TFM (for order 2)Computing TFM (for order 2)
Select the order of polynomialsSelect the order of polynomialsSelect the order of polynomialsSelect the order of polynomials

Construct a linear system to solve TFM Construct a linear system to solve TFM 
unknowns: unknowns: AANNxx2727..ff2727xx11==00NNxx11
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Computing TFM (for order 2)Computing TFM (for order 2)

Compute Singular Value Decomposition of Compute Singular Value Decomposition of 
AATTAA

0=fA

0=Τ fAA

AA AA
Select minimum eigenvalued eigenvector.Select minimum eigenvalued eigenvector.
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Quality of Recovered GeometryQuality of Recovered Geometry

Two measuresTwo measuresTwo measuresTwo measures
Condition Number of Condition Number of AATTAA: How well: How well--conditioned is conditioned is 
the homogenous linear system?the homogenous linear system?
Symmetric Symmetric EpipolarEpipolar Distance: How correct is the Distance: How correct is the 
estimated TFM?estimated TFM?

Condition NumberCondition Number
Select rank ofSelect rank of AATTAA of from singular valuesof from singular values σσSelect rank ofSelect rank of AATTA A of from singular valuesof from singular values σσII

Compute condition number ofCompute condition number of AATTA byA by
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Geometric Error in TFMGeometric Error in TFM
Compute TFM unknownsCompute TFM unknownsCompute TFM unknownsCompute TFM unknowns
Construct TFM by enforcing constraintsConstruct TFM by enforcing constraints
For each point on left and right camerasFor each point on left and right cameras

Compute epipolar lineCompute epipolar line

C t di t f i t f i l liC t di t f i t f i l li
lr xtFu )(ˆ= rl xtFu )(ˆ Τ=

Compute distance of point from epipolar lineCompute distance of point from epipolar line
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Applications of This NewApplications of This NewApplications of This New Applications of This New 
GeometryGeometry

Tracking Across Multiple Moving CamerasTracking Across Multiple Moving Cameras
Action Recognition in Video Captured Using Action Recognition in Video Captured Using g p gg p g
Uncalibrated Moving CamerasUncalibrated Moving Cameras
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Tracking Objects AcrossTracking Objects AcrossTracking Objects Across Tracking Objects Across 
Multiple Moving CamerasMultiple Moving Cameras

Problem DefinitionProblem Definition
Multiple camerasMultiple camerasMultiple camerasMultiple cameras
Multiple objectsMultiple objects
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Problem DefinitionProblem Definition
Find corresponding objectsFind corresponding objectsFind corresponding objectsFind corresponding objects

Cameras move independentlyCameras move independently
Objects move independentlyObjects move independently

Tracking in Single CameraTracking in Single Camera
Point basedPoint basedPoint basedPoint based

Object detection (background Object detection (background 
subtraction)subtraction)
Point (centroid) correspondencePoint (centroid) correspondence

Region based
Rigid motion models (mean-shiftRigid motion models (mean shift 
tracker, Eigentracking, etc.)

Contour based
Non-rigid object deformations
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Tracking AcrossTracking Across
Multiple CamerasMultiple Cameras

Should be more than one object inShould be more than one object inShould be more than one object in Should be more than one object in 
scenescene
Object tracking in single camera is Object tracking in single camera is 
performed firstperformed first
Which object in one camera associates Which object in one camera associates 

ith th bj t i th d ?ith th bj t i th d ?with the objects in the second camera?with the objects in the second camera?
Object correspondenceObject correspondence
Trajectory correspondenceTrajectory correspondence

Tracking AcrossTracking Across
Multiple CamerasMultiple Cameras
Object CorrespondenceObject Correspondence

Appearance matchingAppearance matchingAppearance matchingAppearance matching
Same scene appears different in different Same scene appears different in different 
cameras (different camera gain)cameras (different camera gain)
Different object viewsDifferent object views
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Tracking AcrossTracking Across
Multiple CamerasMultiple Cameras
Trajectory CorrespondenceTrajectory Correspondence

Trajectory correspondenceTrajectory correspondence
A B Trajectory correspondenceTrajectory correspondence

Advantage: Cameras can be of Advantage: Cameras can be of 
different modalitiesdifferent modalities
Registration based:Registration based: Compute Compute 
transformation between two transformation between two 

i ( ffi j ti )i ( ffi j ti )camera views (affine, projective)camera views (affine, projective)
Epipolar geometry basedEpipolar geometry based

A B

Registration Based Registration Based 
Trajectory MatchingTrajectory Matching

If you have stationary camerasIf you have stationary camerasIf you have stationary camerasIf you have stationary cameras
Register one camera view onto the otherRegister one camera view onto the other
Label closest trajectoriesLabel closest trajectories
OR…OR…
Use epipolar geometry constraints (applied in Use epipolar geometry constraints (applied in 
context of action recognition)context of action recognition)
OROR

(1)(1)

(2)(2)

OR…OR…
Treat trajectories as 3D objects (x,y,t), compute Treat trajectories as 3D objects (x,y,t), compute 
3D transformation between them and compute 3D transformation between them and compute 
reconstruction error.reconstruction error.

(3)(3)
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Registration Based Registration Based 
Trajectory MatchingTrajectory Matching

For moving camerasFor moving camerasFor moving camerasFor moving cameras
Compensate camera motionCompensate camera motion

Generates trajectory as if camera is stationaryGenerates trajectory as if camera is stationary
Apply method 2 or 3 for stationary camera caseApply method 2 or 3 for stationary camera case

Yaser’s workYaser’s work

OR…OR…

(1)(1)

OR…OR…
It is like magic It is like magic ☺☺

Temporal epipolar geometryTemporal epipolar geometry
Complete perspective geometryComplete perspective geometry

(2)(2)

Fundamental Matrix in Context Fundamental Matrix in Context 
of Trajectory Matchingof Trajectory Matching

LetLet there bethere be NN corresponding points in left and right camerascorresponding points in left and right camerasLet Let there be there be NN corresponding points in left and right camerascorresponding points in left and right cameras
Unknowns of Unknowns of FF can be found by least squarescan be found by least squares
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S l ti i f d b SVDS l ti i f d b SVD Ei t ith ll tEi t ith ll t i li lSolution is found by SVD:Solution is found by SVD: Eigenvector with smallest Eigenvector with smallest eigenvalueeigenvalue
Ideally 27Ideally 27thth singular value is 0.singular value is 0.
Use 27Use 27thth singular value as distance measure between two singular value as distance measure between two 
trajectories.trajectories.
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Finding Corresponding Finding Corresponding 
Objects Across CamerasObjects Across Cameras

GivenGiven NN andand NN trajectories in right and left camerastrajectories in right and left camerasGiven Given NNrr and and NNll trajectories in right and left camerastrajectories in right and left cameras
Find correct correspondences that satisfy temporal Find correct correspondences that satisfy temporal 
fundamental matrix (TFM).fundamental matrix (TFM).
What is TFM?What is TFM?

We know neither TFM nor correspondences We know neither TFM nor correspondences 
We know the constraints used to compute TFM We know the constraints used to compute TFM ☺☺

..

Finding Corresponding Finding Corresponding 
Objects Across CamerasObjects Across Cameras

Select a correspondence hypothesisSelect a correspondence hypothesisSelect a correspondence hypothesis Select a correspondence hypothesis 
and check its validityand check its validity

Total of Total of NNrrxxNNll hypotheseshypotheses
How do we check validity?How do we check validity?

Algebraic errorAlgebraic errorgg
Geometric reconstruction errorGeometric reconstruction error
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Computing Computing 
CorrespondencesCorrespondences

Graph theoretic matchingGraph theoretic matchingGraph theoretic matchingGraph theoretic matching

Bipartite graph:Bipartite graph: No edges No edges 
between trajectories in the between trajectories in the 
same camera view.same camera view.

Edge weights:Edge weights: wwii are are 
computed using either computed using either 
geometric or algebraic geometric or algebraic 

wwii
error.error.

leftleft
cameracamera

rightright
cameracamera

Correspondences:Correspondences: Computed by Computed by 
maximum matching of weighted maximum matching of weighted 
bipartite graphbipartite graph..

ResultsResults
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Algebraic & Geometric Algebraic & Geometric 
Errors in MatchingErrors in Matching
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Action Recognition in Video Action Recognition in Video 
Captured Using UncalibratedCaptured Using UncalibratedCaptured Using Uncalibrated Captured Using Uncalibrated 
Moving CamerasMoving Cameras

Representations for Action Representations for Action 
RecognitionRecognition
Motion trajectoriesMotion trajectoriesMotion trajectories Motion trajectories 
(Rao et al. IJCV 2002)(Rao et al. IJCV 2002)

Actions as Objects Actions as Objects 
(Yilmaz&Shah CVPR 2005)(Yilmaz&Shah CVPR 2005)

Set of Landmarks Set of Landmarks 
((Gritai, Sheikh & Shah, ICPR Gritai, Sheikh & Shah, ICPR 
2004)2004)

falling
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Representing Human BodyRepresenting Human Body
A set of landmark points on the bodyA set of landmark points on the bodyA set of landmark points on the bodyA set of landmark points on the body

Representing ActionRepresenting Action

A collection of trajectories:

( )ΤΤΤ ΓΓΓ= 1321 ,,, KU
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What happens to action What happens to action 
trajectories when cameras move?trajectories when cameras move?

Trajectories include camera motionTrajectories include camera motionTrajectories include camera motionTrajectories include camera motion
Viewpoint constantly changesViewpoint constantly changes
Action trajectories Action trajectories appear appear differentdifferent

Example (Picking Up Action)Example (Picking Up Action)
Different actorsDifferent actorsDifferent actorsDifferent actors
Different camera motionDifferent camera motion
Different viewpointsDifferent viewpoints
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ApprpachApprpach--11
Compensate camera motionCompensate camera motionCompensate camera motionCompensate camera motion

High computational costHigh computational cost
Assumes planar scenes, actions are not Assumes planar scenes, actions are not 
planarplanar
Compensation distorts world to image Compensation distorts world to image 
perspective projection perspective projection 

Introduces artificial deformationsIntroduces artificial deformations

ApproachApproach--IIII
Compute epipolar geometry of eachCompute epipolar geometry of eachCompute epipolar geometry of each Compute epipolar geometry of each 
frame individuallyframe individually

Computational cost Computational cost 
Estimation of huge number of unknownsEstimation of huge number of unknowns

Temporal dependency of epipolar Temporal dependency of epipolar 
geometries is not consideredgeometries is not considered

Additional constraints are requiredAdditional constraints are required
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Proposed ApproachProposed Approach
Find the geometry between two actionsFind the geometry between two actionsFind the geometry between two actions Find the geometry between two actions 
views using TFMviews using TFM
Matching score:Matching score:

Condition number (CN)Condition number (CN)
Symmetric epipolar distance (SED)Symmetric epipolar distance (SED)y p p ( )y p p ( )

Form a homogenous system of equations

( )ΤΤΤ ΓΓΓ= 1321 ,,, KU

0)(~ =
Τ two

t
one
t tF UU

Similarity of Two Actions
Proposition:Proposition: Given two action videos captured by Given two action videos captured by 
uncalibrated moving cameras, there exists a unique uncalibrated moving cameras, there exists a unique 
temporal fundamental matrix which can be computed using temporal fundamental matrix which can be computed using 
landmark points on the actors.landmark points on the actors.

( )
Similarity is defined in terms of quality of the linear system and Similarity is defined in terms of quality of the linear system and 
the quality of the recovered geometry.the quality of the recovered geometry.

Condition number of ATA
Symmetric epipolar distance g

( ) 0)( two
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k

it tF UU
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On the Matching ScoreOn the Matching Score
Homogenous equation system has manyHomogenous equation system has manyHomogenous equation system has many Homogenous equation system has many 
solutionssolutions

High CN: does not mean good TFM estimateHigh CN: does not mean good TFM estimate
Low CN: illLow CN: ill--conditioned equation systemconditioned equation system
High CN & low SED indicate correct action matchHigh CN & low SED indicate correct action match

DatabaseDatabase
19 action videos19 action videos19 action videos19 action videos

Moving cameraMoving camera
Different viewpointsDifferent viewpoints
Different actorsDifferent actors
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Action VideosAction Videos

Action VideosAction Videos
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Action VideosAction Videos

Action VideosAction Videos
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Action VideosAction Videos

Recognition PerformanceRecognition Performance
Confusion matrices for various methodsConfusion matrices for various methodsConfusion matrices for various methodsConfusion matrices for various methods

Proposed method Use of static 
epipolar geometry

Use of static 
epipolar geometry 
and our metric
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Recognition PerformanceRecognition Performance
Confusion matrices for various methodsConfusion matrices for various methodsConfusion matrices for various methodsConfusion matrices for various methods

Proposed method Use of static 
epipolar geometry

Action RetrievalAction Retrieval

Exemplar Actions
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ActionsActions


